TRANCE CHANNELLING

This is a first for Hamilton Hall and I have never invested so much in an event here before. Truth is - I

I knew several people in London who were Trance Channellers and it is a phenominal thing to witness a

For those who do not understand - a Trance Channeller is able to allow their consciousness to go ' s
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This kind of thing I am strongly against and we have had a few people state that Hamilton Hall is NOT a
What I saw Simon Rowe do, is very much for real and I was very moved.
You can click on some links that take you to some of Simon's youtube pages on our

Spiritual Links icon to the left.
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Trance Channelling has been around since the dawn of time although many would have been called wit
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( Gay men were bound together
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many gay men were intuitive / psychic

I have made the evening into a 'happening' where you can come and have an early dinner with us h
I am so looking forward to it.
John Bellamy

Saturday June 22nd 2012 - Early dinner at 5pm - Simin starts at 7pm.
For details on this evening
CLICK HERE
To read about my first
CLICK
meeting
HERE
with Simon Rowe ADVANCE RESERVATIONS ESSENTIAL

Dinner Menu:
Egg Mayonnaise
--Poached Salmon Streak with Basil & Lemon Sauce
Savoury Rice - Fresh Veg
or
Savoury Cottage Pie
Sauteed Cabbage
---
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Cheesecake & Vanilla Ice Cream
--Coffee
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